7 SMALL THINGS TO
HELP YOU WIN BIG
For analysts and associates in the trenches, details matter. Features that are too in the weeds for senior managers can
make a massive impact on the quality of your work – and what time you get out the door at night!
DatasiteOne works in the trenches with you, and knows how much small things matter. That’s why we’ve put together
this quick guide to some of our less flashy features with an outsized impact.






1 Deeds, Not Words

Our project management team provides concrete support that other customer service groups, who
operate more like helpdesks, cannot. For instance, if you receive a 2 am request from an MD to
rearrange an index, our team will rearrange that index for you. Other groups will only talk you through it.

2 Real-Time Reporting

Tracking buyer activity as it happens lets you get a sense of who’s serious about acquiring - especially if
you watch who ramps up right before bids are due.

3 Page-Level Backup

Our reporting is now down to the page level and millisecond. That’s helpful because it provides a courtdefensible audit trail in case of future M&A litigation. Other providers will let you know what document
has been viewed, but not what page.

4 Indexed Bulk Upload

Most of the time when a bank runs an auction, it already has an internal index it’s using. DatasiteOne
uploads documents with the index, so the bank doesn’t have to reorganize everything after the upload.

No Lockouts
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You can upload and navigate the site at the same time.



6 Search Toggling

We let you not just highlight search terms, but also jump to each instance. Others may highlight but
not jump - and then you’re stuck scrolling through a 1,000-page document looking for the
highlighted words.

Redaction Doublecheck
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The search toggle also lets you upload a redacted document and then do a search for the redacted
word. If nothing comes up, you did it right.

Your Time
Matters!
Practice self-care by choosing
the due diligence partner who
supercharges your work, giving
you back hours of your life.

Merrill DatasiteOne, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform, enables dealmakers around the world to focus on
the deal, not the data room. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and world-class support make DatasiteOne the
cloud-based virtual data room of choice for M&A and securities professionals in more than 170 countries.
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